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Military History: I currently have over three deployments overseas and have credible and viable
experience helping soldiers throughout a daily basis either by cooking or providing the necessary meals
in which each and every soldier deserves as of now. I am now currently in a reserve status in which I
have provided valuable service to each and every soldier that has participated in each and every system
as of now. I currently have had over 37 years of credible viable service in which has been offered to me in a timely
and viable manner but when I was forced to retire was sent a packet in which made me candidate to not
be able to collect my manner in any or timely fashionable manner to continue out the rest of my life for now.
This resume show all my completed and necessary experience for now in order to be able to appy at any job that is
suitable me for now and since you security job for now is offering positions for flex and part-time security officers
would like to have the opportunity to still be able to apply for this position at hand for now. My background and own
personal experience with the military and personal experience can make me a viable candidate for the pikes peak
security guard positon as of now. My retirement means alot for now and what I have done in the past should be
applied for this position or any other position that is being considered at hand for nwo so please keep me in mind
when hiring for any position as of now. Civilian education as well as military education mean alot for me as of now so
I do need a job and am seriously considering any types of employment that are being offered at any given point in
time for now. Kevin

Civillian education: Pueblo Community College- An associate's degree in civilian education which
included an associate of general studies in liberal arts with over 120 credits and received a certificate for it as of
now. Springdale High School Springdale Arkansas 72764 My education can explain alot for me as for
now. I can tell you alot as I am highly educated and can get on microsoft teams either on a library
computer and a personal laptopcomputer that can still make me a viable candidate for a viable and
responsable position within your personal job experience as of now. Personal eduction means alot to me
and when applying for your job can still make me a viable and well qualified candidate that can work
viable and flexible hous that will be and can be provided to me as of now. Pueblo Community college is
an intitution that is legitimately and recognized throughout and out of each individual state as of now and
should recognized as a considerate and mild intitution that is familiar when it comes to apply in any
types of jobs that are being sincerely responsable for any type of job situation for now. Kevin

Work History:Wal-mart 4200 Dillon drive Pueblo Co 81004 Cart pusher currently working for Walmart
for over two years and if I is still possible you need an associate can sill transfer if it is still possible for
now. My work history is v ery viable and would still like to be able to have a part-time position
within your company as of now and have provided you with enough information and previous
employment as I do have previous experience as well with another another security job and with
my military experience as well with over 37 years and three or4 deployments can make me a



very viable candidate for this viable and flexible security guard position for now as it is at the
pikes peak library district in Colorado Springs. Please consider me for hire at the present time
for now. Kevin Andrew Hyers

Consolidated professional security-security guard for this professional security for over 2 years as of
now. 902 n circle drive Colorado Springs Co 80916

Vossloh concrete ties 3201 lime rd Pueblo Co 81001
Military over 37 years of experience as well and had to retire because lack of security clearance

References: Mike Jennings
719-452-1293

Scott Gates 303-396-2500

Hector Sierramenendez-505-977-7593

Mathew Archuletta- 719-671-0286

Steve Daigenhart 719-545-4000

This resume is a very viable and consolidated history that proves my thourough background in any job
that may be necessary for hire at any given point in time. I would like to add I do have a credible and
viable history working for Walmart as of now and do work at the Walmart at Dillon drive as of now.I do
push carts for very viable customers as of now and have been there for now over 2 years and would still
like to continue working for a very viable workplace considered to be Walmart as of now and can
legitimately satisfy each and every customer that does enter Walmart on a continue and daily presence
as of now and will continue to work untill retirement for now. There have been times which I have been
unemployed but as of now am currently still working for Walmart and stand in a good status as of now. I
do need a job and still continue to look for work through indeed and am hoping to obtain and receive a
job from your company again as of now. Please am still asking that you would give me the opportunity
for hire as of now as I would like to still be considered for this job and still can work viable for hours that
are still flexible and am willing to work them for now. These references are verygood references as they
can be contacted as well to proove that i can still be a viable candidate for this particular position at hand
for now so deeply consider me for a viable and flexible job that I can work with flexible and viable
accountability within your company for now. Kevin Andrew Hyers


